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What is hybrid flooring made of?

Guardian Hybrid Flooring boards are robust and highly 
durable options for modern interiors. By extruding natural 
stone components with vinyl polymers, this technology 
creates a "Rigid Core Board" that is extremely durable, 
dimensionally stable, and impact-resistant.

It is 100% waterproof, making it suitable for installation in 
any living area, including bathrooms.

UV Resistance & Colour Protection
Protecting the flooring from discoloration and damage caused by 
exposure to sunlight. It helps maintain the color and appearance 
of the floor.

IXPE Base (1.5mm)
This underlayment provides added cushioning, sound insulation, 
and helps level the flooring during installation. It also contributes 
to the comfort of the flooring underfoot.

Transparent & Wear-Resistance Layer (0.3 mm)
Protecting the flooring from daily wear and tear. It provides 
resistance to scratches, scuffs, and other types of surface 
damage.

Color Film (0.07 mm)
It features a high-resolution, realistic image that mimics
the look of natural materials like wood or stone.

SPC Core (5mm)
SPC provides stability and structural strength to the flooring.
It is highly resistant to moisture and can be used in areas where 
traditional hardwood or laminate flooring might not be suitable.

Here's a breakdown of how each layer contributes:



Colours Guardian Range Hybrid come by 5mm Rigid Core, 
1.5mm Acoustic Underlay, and 14 colours in total 
which embrace contemporary design concepts.(5mm Rigid Core Board + 1.5mm Underlay)

*Despite every effort to provide 
accurate images of each product's 
color and design, actual colors and 

designs may vary slightly

Choose Your Colors :

D3001
Blackbutt

D3002
Spotted Gum

D3003
Fertile Oak

D3004
Chester Oak

D3005
Natural Oak

D3006
Natural Oak Grey

D3007
Grey Oak

D3008
Dexter Oak

D3009
Dark Oak

D3015
Homestead Chestnut

D3016
Cottage Brown

D3017
Estate Grey Oak

D3012
White Oak

D3013
Concrete Beige



Key Features

Guardian Hybrid Range is 100% waterproof, 
ensuring it withstands spills. Can be installed 
in wet areas such as laundry and bathrooms.

Waterproof

The simple installation process involves 
angling the short-side plank downward
and clicking it into the long edges, making
it a hassle-free experience.

Easy to Install

With its durable and stain-resistant surface, 
keeping it clean is effortless.

Easy To Maintain

Made from stone materials, providing 
exceptional stability and impact resistance. 
The extraordinary hard-ware layer ensures it 
won't warp or crack.

Durable & Stable

With a pre-adhered 5-star ratings acoustic 
IXPE cross-linked underlay, our flooring
creates a peaceful indoor environment
by effectively minimizing noise,
enhancing your living experience.

Noise Reduction

Choose from a variety of colors and 
textures to match your interior decor.
Our options are contemporary
aesthetics and stylish.

Stunning Visuals
Stepping onto our hybrid floors is incredibly 
comfortable, providing a relaxing and enjoy-
able experience after a long day at work.

Comfortability

D3012 White Oak



1500*228*(5mm core board + 1.5mm acoustic underlay)
2.052sqm/pack, 6 planks
Acoustic Soundproof IXPE cross-linked, 5-star certified
0.3mm wear layer
Matt Finish
Mini-Micro Bevelled 4 sides edge
Click System
21.5kg/box

Board Size
Pack Size
Underlay

Wear Layer
Surface

Edge
Profile

Weight

AS 4586:2013 Appendix A, slider 96 Wet Pendulum P4
CHF Value, 8.1kw/m2, Smoke Value, 93%. min
L’nT,w 44 - AAAC star rating, 5-Star

Slip Rating
Fire Test

Acoustic Rating

Guardian Range Hybrid board has a 5mm rigid core and a broad 

14 colour choices. It is strong, hygienic, and graceful, suitable for all 
interiors and designs including laundry and bathroom areas. An adhesive 
1.5mm (nominal thickness) IXPE cross-linked layer with a 5-star rating 
certified minimizes noise impact. The total 6.5mm thickness of planks is 
structurally stable for installation and long-term use.

Specifications

Embossed technology provides vivid 
visual effects as realistic timbers 

Other Technical Details



6.5mm or 8mm thick, 2.7-3 meters long
Aluminium
Silver, champagne, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, dark grey, 
and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

44 mm, 2.7-3 meters long
Sturdy aluminum
Silver, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

Flat Cover ensures smooth transitions between floors of the same level or 
slightly different heights.

5*25 mm, 2.7-3 meters long
Aluminum
Silver, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

L Shape trim protects board edges from damage, such as chipping or cracking. 
Also, it prevents water damage and mold growth in areas where the planks 
meets other surfaces.

L Shape / L Trim

Accessories

24*115mm, 2.4 meters per length
Hybrid (stone + plastic), same as boards
To be matched with boards

Size :
Material :
Color :

Both terms describe the squared edge of a stair tread. The nosing enhances 
safety by providing a secure walking surface, reducing the risk of trips and falls.

Stairnosing / Bullnose

Flat Cover

C and U channels secure transitions between different flooring types, protect-
ing edges and enhancing your floor's appearance.

C / U Channel

MDF Matched Scotia
Size: 2400*14*29.5mm

Spotted Gum D3002 Spotted Gum D3002

Waterproof Hybrid Matched Scotia
Size: 2400*14*29.5mm



Cleaning and
Maintenance
Tips

Sweep the flooring regularly with an 
electrostatic broom, a soft bristle broom,
or a wooden floor mop.
Use a vacuum head with soft bristles 
(non-abrasive, no metal contact points) to 
remove dust.

•

•

Place floor mats at exterior and interior doors 
to trap sand and small stones and to dry feet 
after pool activities.
Use rugs or mats in high-traffic areas to 
reduce wear and scuffing.
Attach soft pads to the base of furniture
with direct contact to the flooring to prevent 
damage.
Avoid sliding or pushing heavy furniture while 
it's in contact with the flooring.
(e.g., sofas, refrigerators, TV cabinets, etc.).

Disclaimer: We have made reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy 
and reliability of the information contained herein. To the extent 
permitted by law, we will not be liable for any inaccuracies, omissions,
or errors in this information, nor for any actions taken in reliance on this 
information. Products must be installed in accordance with relevant 
installation recommendations and industry best practices.

•

•

•

•

Regular Cleaning

Protection Tips

Keep pets' claws well-trimmed to avoid 
excessive scratches and gouges.
Quickly remove spills with an absorbent
cloth or similar material.
Place roller wheels on protective mats to 
reduce grit and wear.

•

•

•

Pet and Spill Tips

Put drip pans or protective mats under plant 
pots and pet feeding or bedding areas to 
avoid moisture ingress.
Maintain room humidity between 35% to 50%. 
Use an air humidifier if needed. Ensure good 
airflow and ventilation to prevent excess 
moisture, overheating, and extreme cold.
For site-specific issues, consult your local 
flooring installer or retailer for the best advice 
and results.

•

•

•

Moisture Control



NSW Warehouse
(02) 83228924

office@httflooring.com.au

Queensland Warehouse
(07) 32673007

officeqld@httflooring.com.au

D3015 Homestead Chestnut

Perfect Floor Made To Last For Modern Interiors
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